
What Would Murphy Brown Do - The
Unapologetic Feminist Icon

Have you ever wondered what the iconic television character Murphy Brown
would do in today's world? Murphy Brown, played by the talented Candice
Bergen, was a force to be reckoned with during her original run from 1988 to
1998 and left an indelible mark on the landscape of television history. Known for
her wit, intelligence, and fierce dedication to her work, Murphy Brown became a
symbol of female empowerment and an unapologetic feminist icon.

The Impact of Murphy Brown

Murphy Brown was not just an ordinary sitcom character. She broke barriers and
challenged societal norms, paving the way for future female protagonists in
television. The show tackled controversial issues such as single motherhood,
sexual harassment, and equal rights for women. In a time when these topics were
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often considered taboo, Murphy Brown fearlessly presented them to a mass
audience.
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The character of Murphy Brown was a successful investigative journalist who
showed that women could excel in traditionally male-dominated professions. She
was sharp, ambitious, and unafraid to speak her mind, often challenging her
colleagues and superiors. This portrayal of a strong-willed, independent woman
provided inspiration to countless viewers, particularly women who aspired to
break free from societal expectations.

Murphy Brown Today

With the revival of the television series in 2018, Murphy Brown once again graced
our screens, this time in a world dramatically different from the one she originally
inhabited. The show embraced modern-day issues, including fake news, social
media, and political polarization. Murphy Brown, now older but still as
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unapologetic as ever, continued to use her platform to shed light on relevant
societal issues.

In the era of the #MeToo movement and increasing demand for gender equality,
Murphy Brown remains a relevant and important figure. Her tireless pursuit of
truth, her ability to navigate a male-dominated industry, and her unwavering
commitment to holding authority accountable serve as a reminder of the progress
made and the work still to be done.

What Would Murphy Brown Do Today?

If we were to imagine Murphy Brown in our current world, what would she do?
How would she handle the challenges we face today?

One can imagine Murphy Brown using social media as a platform to expose
corruption and injustice. She would tirelessly investigate political scandals,
unmask influential figures, and empower survivors to share their stories. Her
sharp wit and biting remarks would make even the most unscrupulous politicians
tremble.

Murphy Brown would continue to champion the rights of women, fighting against
gender discrimination and the gender pay gap. She would unapologetically
challenge the outdated beliefs and practices that still hinder progress towards full
gender equality.

The Legacy of Murphy Brown

Murphy Brown left an indelible mark on popular culture and paved the way for
future feminist icons. Characters like Olivia Pope from "Scandal" and Leslie
Knope from "Parks and Recreation" owe a debt of gratitude to Murphy Brown's
trailblazing legacy.



Her impact extends beyond television. The real-world influence of Murphy Brown
led to important discussions and changes in societal norms. She inspired many
women to pursue careers in journalism, politics, and other male-dominated fields.
Furthermore, she challenged traditional ideas of what it meant to be a successful
woman, proving that ambition and intelligence need not be sacrificed for societal
acceptance.

In

Murphy Brown will forever be remembered as a courageous, trailblazing
character who stood up against injustice and gender inequality. Her unapologetic
attitude and unwavering commitment to the truth continue to inspire new
generations of women to be bold and fearless in their pursuit of a more equitable
world.

So, "What would Murphy Brown do?" She would continue to demand
accountability, challenge the status quo, and make her voice heard for the causes
she championed. As we navigate through the complexities of the modern world,
we can draw inspiration from the unapologetic feminist icon that is Murphy Brown.
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Take a fun, engaging, behind-the-scenes ride through how the women on
television changed everything.

From Mary Richards to Carrie Bradshaw, these women-centered shows from the
1970’s to the present reflected new realities for women and in turn, how real
women met these opportunities head on—at home, at work and in society at
large.

They showed many of us that anything was possible and got us thinking and
laughing about the opportunities we might pursue and the paths we might take.
And though these women were full of foibles and follies, they portrayed many of
the real-life situations we all face.

The Concepts That Shape The 21st Century
The 21st century has brought about significant changes in our society
and has been shaped by various concepts that have revolutionized the
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